Studies show that between ninety-one and ninety-nine percent of consumers are unrepresented by an attorney when they are sued on a debt.\footnote{364} However, being represented by counsel in debt collection lawsuits dramatically improves outcomes for consumers,\footnote{365} including increasing the likelihood that the case will simply be dismissed.\footnote{366} Having access to legal advice can also play a critical role in alerting clients to their rights prior to the filing of debt collection actions. Moreover, consumers without access to affordable legal services may turn to predatory debt relief scams for assistance,\footnote{367} often with disastrous financial results.

Unrepresented consumers have to navigate a variety of challenges that may include: filing a response to the complaint, answering discovery, and arguing their case before a judge or magistrate. Some defense may be hard to identify without any legal training. Moreover, once identified, unrepresented consumers may find it hard to explain their defenses to a court. Judges may be reluctant to probe the plaintiffs’ cases too much for fear of violating judicial neutrality or simply because they are so overwhelmed by the number of cases in their docket that they do not want to waste too much time responding to any single case.\footnote{368}

Plaintiffs in collection actions are almost always represented by counsel. Indeed, some states require that a corporation only appear in court through counsel and not through a non-attorney employee.\footnote{369} In a 2015 study of civil filings in ten urban areas, the National Center for State Courts found that “[s]mall claims dockets had an unexpectedly high proportion (76%) of plaintiffs who were represented by attorneys, which suggests that small claims courts, which were originally developed as a forum for self-represented litigants to obtain access to courts through simplified procedures, have become the forum of choice for attorney-represented plaintiffs in lower-value debt collection cases.”\footnote{370}
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